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Introduction
Flood-field uniformity is one of the fundamental physical properties characterising gamma camera field of view (FOV) performance and it should be checked daily before clinical acquisitions [1] . Daily uniformity checks detect acute non-uniformities which could affect clinical acquisitions. Higher count acquisitions are required to detect changes over time. A method whereby both acute and chronic (i.e. long term trends) changes could be detected using low count daily floods would be preferable. It is common for weekly or monthly acquisitions (intrinsic or extrinsic) to be acquired with a greater number of counts (30 million (m) ) [2] than used in daily quality control (QC) tests (at least 10m) [3] . There is a need for an evidence based daily QC program which minimises the acquisition times for both practical and economic reasons.
Camera uniformity must be evaluated at a count density where quantitative uniformity indices are most sensitive to detecting nonuniformities. At low count densities, an apparent non-uniformity may be due 5 to the inherent large statistical noise [4] . In the context of the pixel value distribution of an acquired QC image, Poissonian statistics dictate that the mean and variance of the pixel values are equivalent [4] . A pixel value distribution initially has a Poissonian form but tends towards being Gaussian in nature at higher counts.
An ideal uniformity index would require fewer acquisition counts while still maintaining artefact detection sensitivity. The performance of uniformity indexes is dependent on the artefact size, intensity and form (localised or global) although this to our knowledge has not been extensively investigated in the literature. The aim of this study is to evaluate the performance of four common indexes for a variety of common artefact types and intensities for varying acquired counts (5, 10 and 15m) . The minimum number of required counts while maintaining the ability to detect changes in system uniformity performance and selection of uniformity indexes for optimal daily QC acquisitions is to be investigated.
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Methods
Background
The National Electrical Manufacturers' Association (NEMA) standard [2] is widely used for quantitative analysis of uniformity. It has become the standard method used by camera manufacturers to specify camera performance. NEMA requires that the acquired images are rebinned (before processing with at least 10,000 counts collected in the center pixel of the image) into matrixes having pixel sizes of 6.4+/-30% mm. The NEMA standard defines two methods of quantitative analysis: integral and differential uniformity. NEMA defines the integral uniformity (IU) as The index can be defined as:
where CD is the CD index, Pvar is the variance of the pixel values in the array and Pmean is the mean pixel value in the array. This index is the same as the coefficient of variation (standard deviation / mean) but with the Poisson component (Pmean) of the total pixel value variance subtracted in the numerator, i.e., the random noise is removed leaving the 'structural' component. It has also been referred to as the corrected CoV [4] . This method also requires the stripping of edge pixels like the NEMA standard.
Unfortunately the original publication [6] does not provide optimal acquisition parameters or full details on the required edge stripping methodology. Both the CoV and CD indexes are global indexes as they use all the pixel values in the FOV. This is in contrast to the NEMA indexes.
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In this communication methodologies were developed to compare the performance of the NEMA (IU and DU), CoV and the CD indexes for a variety of common artefact types and for various acquired counts (5, 10 and 15m).
The common artefact types were induced through software manipulation of routinely acquired QC images.
Index performance for varying acquired counts and 2D Gaussian artefact dimensions
In order to compare the performance of indexes (IU, DU, CoV and CD) at detecting typical gamma camera artefacts, code was developed in Matlab normal artefact type will be referred to as a normal artefact throughout this manuscript.
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All images were rebinned down to 64 by 64 (8.836 mm pixels) in Matlab (via summing to achieve a pixel size closest to the NEMA specified range) before calculating the indexes. Non-integer rebinning was avoided as this would invalidate the pixel noise component assumptions needed for CD index. The total array counts after rebinning were the same as before rebinning. The NEMA uniformity results were calculated for the CFOV (1536 pixels) of the images. A method based on the NEMA protocol was followed. The CD and
CoV indexes were also calculated for the same array as defined by the CFOV region. Table 2 shows that for a 10cm FWHM normal artefact applied to 5m count acquisitions the CD, CoV and IU indexes can detect 6% artefacts. The DU performs relatively poorly at detecting this artefact. For the 10m image set, the CoV and Cox detect the 3% artefact while the IU and DU indexes detect the 4% and 8% artefacts respectively. This trend is also observed for the 15m count image set.
Index performance for gradient artefacts
Figure 1(d) shows an example 15m uniformity image with a 10% gradient.
The mean indexes evaluated (for all three image sets) for different gradient artefact intensities (1, 3, 5, 7 and 10 %) are shown in Figure 3 . Table 2 presents the relationship between gradient artefact intensity and detectability with varying acquired counts for the indexes shown in Figure 3 . 
Discussion
The results show variability across all the tested indexes for detecting artefacts of different dimensions and intensities. Certain indexes clearly perform better at detecting certain artefact types.
It was found that the IU, CoV and CD indexes are most responsive to detecting PMT like normal artefacts (FWHM 10cm) for 5m acquired counts.
The DU index understandably performs relatively poorly at detecting this artefact due to the non-localised nature of the artefact. The CoV and CD index perform better than the IU for the 15m count acquisitions.
It was also found that the CD and CoV index were not responsive to smaller artefacts (FWHM 2.5cm). This is not a surprising result as these indexes use all the available pixels when calculating the index and hence are expected to be less sensitive at detecting smaller artefacts. The DU and IU indexes performed equally well at detecting these artefacts for 5m acquired counts. They also concluded that IU, DU, CoV and CD indexes appear not to be the most sensitive uniformity indexes compared to the previously mentioned DU spread index.
The artefacts used in our work (i.e. Gaussian profile) did not have such an abrupt edge as those used by Hughes et al [8] and are, we believe, more clinically realistic. Details on gamma camera image formation can be found elsewhere [9] . The use of such abrupt artefacts in their work may have biased their results and make the IU, CoV and CD indexes appear to be less sensitive at detecting non-uniformities. We believe this may explain the differences between their results and our 2.5cm FWHM normal artefact results. The Hughes et al paper [8] is commonly cited to justify the merits of DU and the relative poor performance of IU, CoV and CD uniformity indexes [3] [4] [5] .
Unfortunately Hughes et al [8] did not investigate artefacts with the dimensions of typical PMTs to allow a direct comparison with our PMT artefact results (10cm FWHM).
The CoV index was found to be most responsive at detecting gradient recommendations [1] [2] [3] . An interesting methodology has also been suggested using the sum of multiple daily QC images in order to produce a high count image, allowing for a proposed increase in the sensitivity of detecting gamma camera non-uniformities [10] .
In conclusion, this work provides evidence that daily QC can be acquired with as few as 5m counts. This type of evidence based QC protocol would 23 maintain the ability to detect both chronic and acute non uniformities that higher count QC protocols would have. A combination of the NEMA indexes (particularly IU) and the CoV index are the optimal selection of uniformity indexes for daily QC and provide the ability to detect PMT scale artefacts, artefacts smaller than PMTs and gradient artefacts. 
